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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Women in Standards Announces Techstreet as its first sponsor of the 2021 WiS Annual Challenge
April 22, 2021 – Women in Standards in proud to announce Techstreet as a sponsor in support of the
2021 WiS Annual Challenge. The Annual Challenge recognizes members that have engaged with others,
helped build and grow our community, and supported our programs through volunteer service and
contributions of their expertise to our learning series and other educational programs.
“Techstreet understands the vital role women play in the world of industry codes and standards and is
honored to show our support for diversity, equity and inclusion.” – Todd Fegan, President of Techstreet
In 2020, the Annual Challenge recognized Priscilla Magee as the 2020 awardee. In 2021 and with the
support of Techstreet, the Women in Standards plans to recognize three members with first, second, and
third place prizes and encourages all members to show their support for our industry and standardization
by participating in the program.
Additional information on the program can be found at WomeninStandards.org/women-in-standardsannual-challenge/
Questions and inquires can be directed to Executive Officer, Karin Athanas at
kathanas@womeninstandards.org
About Women in Standards:
Women in Standards is a nonprofit membership society incorporated in Maryland, which focuses on
elevating and educating the standards development community and promoting the importance of
diversity, inclusion, and gender-responsiveness. Visit the WomeninStandards.org website for educational
resources on topics such as standards development and standardization, conformity assessment, and
professional development. The Women in Standards provides a community for standards developers and
contributors to come together to grow and strengthen the field and promote issues of inclusion and
diversity.
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